
IT''S NOT HEAVY. HE'S MY
BROTHER

COME ON BRO

PORCH PRIVILEGES
 

FROM THEIR HOME TO MY PORCH 

 
 

                                   

I'LL TAKE THE BOOK. YOU BRING THE REST. 

 
      If you receive this newsletter, you have porch privileges.
"Porch privileges" entitle you to drop your stuff off on my
porch, knowing that someday it will reach an Afghan family,
living 7394 miles away in a tent, or in the arms of someone



chosen as among the poorest of the poor.  Porch privileges are
not without responsibilities;
     1.  If it takes two of you to lift a box or bag, it's too heavy.
The guy who must get it from the porch to the warehouse just
received his medicare card, and has no desire to test its limits.
Medicare coverage is a construct, cruelly inflicted on an age
group that's earned the right to a simpler life. 
     2.  Second, click here and read what items are preferred and
what condition they should be in.
     3.  Third, don't tell others. I can't handle more than a couple
tons without getting cranky. When we have our next
wharehouse packing party you can tell your friends to bring
their stuff to the warehouse. In the interim, their only alternative
is to add their name to the newsletter list and acquire porch
privileges. This much you can tell them.
 

               

       How do we know if the stuff on my porch is from someone
on the newsletter list? We run license plates through the
Department of Motor Vehicles. Tresspassers have their tires
"liberated" and shipped with our stuff to Kabul. You'll know
who they are when you see their cars up on blocks, with a TIE
newsletter on their windshield.  Excessive punishment? Perhaps.
But, then you haven't seen my porch, when fully loaded.   
      People argue about the need to redistribute wealth. There



should be no disagreement about the merits of redistributing
things we no longer need.The proof lies in the photos below. All
were  taken within the past few weeks.  
     If you think you've been cold, imagine what it would be like,
if you were living in a tent, with no heat. Then, go take another
run through your closets.
 
Best Regards,
 
Budd
 
ps. Message to mother in photo above. I lost my notes containing
the names of  your boys and address. Please send.  I will send
them a thank you note and a few photos of Afghan children
receiving clothing at the other end. We'll TIE them in. 
 



       
 

 

      



 

FROM OUR HOME TO THEIRS 
 

 

   
 

Make a Difference
- - Donate Now

Click here



To learn more about Trust In Education go to  
www.trustineducation.org

 
To view more photos go to 

 
flickr.com

 
To see  videos
click here
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